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Chanukah has many meanings to many
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because they deal with the dedication of th

desert Sanctuary. Jerusalem is one for tl

from the religious point of view, histc

consolidated. But In a much broader anc

more secular sense, Israel Is a desert

whole of the Middle East, it can represe

of the area could become, an advanced ci

cern for human values. In the press

modern times, and the resultant conflict

have been occasionally bypassed. But

history which calls them to constant task.
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perhaps much

means to lead out of. The English speaking wi
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t
norance into the area of enlightenment That

Mn:ry. u?n, something about Roman and British civilization,
and Hostility ta FrenCh the word for pupil is eleve, obvio

s, human values
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simple bit of etymology,
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I Mr. Herbert Klein, Director of Conn

I the executive branch of the United States

said in a speech recently to an American

lzation that if the United States lost the

"it would undermine an opportunity" for

In the world and would w

31 to the word Ziehen which means to yank or pull.

man verb, tzi, is, of course, unrelated to the term

2titC (which is an acronym for National Socialist party

you get something of the Prussian stress on coercion

nunication for vu hear the German word for education, ertziung,

; Government, lne to shlep someone upward.

Zionist organ- - The Hebrew word for education is chinuch (prone
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i lasting peace
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dedicated to total freedom of thought and expression. I

needs people like yourself. You've got something to say
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a Peeve a hidden impulse, a sulking hatred for ai

ce to
imposition that exists against humanity.

Here will be your opportunity to let the world know hon
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I position in the Middle East Mr. Klein also said that "a not speak Hebrew it is because of its resemblan

I strong American presence in the Middle East will grow
that holiday we celebrate in December,

i when Americans can go to work again with the people Yes, in Judaism to be educated means to be dedi

of the area in building a better future." Learning is not something to which we are comn

Mr. Klein is saying that the Jews of America had better That is how we got Chanukah in the first place,

support the war in Vietnam. He is also saying If they don't, forget that the Syrian lords against whom the Mace

I they will lose government support for Israel. Hooked on fought were willing to be benevolent towards the

I to this are reports emanating out of Washington about back there in the year 165 before the Christia

the growth of in Government cricles due All the Syrians asked was that the Judeans accep
to the alleged war attitude of the majority moral outlook. That was what the Jews objected to.

of American Jews. It would seem, assuming the truth of would not bow down to the banal and the vulgar. They

this, that lt should be made plain to Mr. Klein, and the not give up the study of Torah, the moral law. Li

government, that the American Jews reserve the right to meaningless to our forefathers if it was devpld of

express a point of view even if it is unfavorable to a policy ing and the ethical uplift. Like the modern Mac

of that government. It would also be advisable to make it in Israel today, their ancient counterparts were d

I clear that American Jews reserve the right to protest to the humanitarian and the sacred, and they riske
the war in Vietnam and support Israel. The pressure, no very lives for those ends.

I matter how subtle, should be resisted. There is, after all, One of the greatest documents of modern timi

I a difference. The American military effort in Vietnam is book called Sichot Lochamim, "Conversations witt
an unsympathetic one and the American people, according iers," in which Israeli GI's, the best in the wor

I to the latest polls, want it ended. When they support Nixon's pressed their distaste with warfare.

sjieech on Vietnam, it is because, as Senator Javitz said, Why? Because the Jewish soldiers of today ai
he Indicates he wants to end the war. full of the spirit of consecration to civilized goal!

Government pressure after a while can mount, unless don't like warfare even as they are forced to expose
stopped. We know from the McCarthy days what it can do. selves to it. They are like the Talmudists, the arc
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